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Street led lamps
Phones +7 495 290-31-30 +7 495 290-31-31 +7 495 290-31-32 Open mon-Fri c 900 to 1800 The led
street lamps are the ideal modern solution for lighting of roads streets sidewalks courtyards parks and
other areas. Part of the line of led street lamps brand ALFRESCO includes 1. The led street lights are
designed for decorative lighting poles. Combine traditional aesthetics of the classical garden lights
and all the technological advantages led products 2. Console led lamps are installed on diﬀerent types
of street lighting poles with brackets. 3. Led wall lamps are mounted on the facades of buildings and
other surfaces on the swivel bracket. All types of led street lamps brand ALFRESCO fully comply with
the requirements which are shown to quality of street lighting. They are reliable can be operated over
a long period of time can withstand diﬀerent climate conditions and vandal-resistant safe for the
environment do not require special measures for recycling and provide a high luminous eﬃciency
luminous ﬂux is used almost 100% in contrast to discharge lamps which is 60-70%. The led street
lamps can achieve signiﬁcant energy savings energy saving up to 70% and do not require additional
maintenance costs lifespan over 50,000 hours. Economic eﬃciency of introduction of led lighting
SDKU-LED72 on the basis of the calculation of the payback period in comparison with lamps type CGS
and utility services. The calculation shows the cumulative dynamics of changes in the value of... read
More Comparison of characteristics of lamps DRL and HPS kit lamp CGS or HCS to ﬁxtures with LED
conﬁguration. For them the main indicator is the luminous ﬂux in lumens... read More The main
advantages of led lighting compared to other light sources are saving electricity long term
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